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For website and general display on the Yoga centre noticeboard: 
 
About Vasudeva Kriya Yoga Inc.: 
 

 Vasudeva Kriya Yoga Inc. is a registered not-for-profit organization in Victoria;   

 we conduct Yoga courses throughout our listed locations for the benefit of the local  
community; 

 our aim is to provide our yoga courses at affordable rates;  

 hand outs, books, tools & accessories are supplied for an additional nominal charge;  

 we welcome individuals who volunteer their services for this noble cause;  

 we welcome donations and other assistance to continue these activities for the benefit 
of the local community. 

 
  
Course Descriptions: 

 
Basic course  

 suitable for any individuals who are healthy and can take light strain of yogic Kriya 
(process) and Asana (postures).  

 
Advanced course 

 only recommended for individuals who have successfully completed the basic course 
and have practiced for at least two years. 

 
Admission Criteria:  

 
1. each participant has to complete and sign the admission form before admission will 

be permitted to any future Yoga classes;  

2. admission can only be reserved after written confirmation from management stating 
the Yoga centre and date of course;  

3. admission without a reservation, is given on a first come, first serve basis and is 
limited to class size;  

4. management reserve the right to refuse admission to anybody without assigning any 
reason; 

5. management reserve the right to update this form, and require participants to sign the 
updated version before admission is permitted to any future Yoga classes. 

The following Dress Code applies:  

 Gents: Loose t-shirt and half pant, track pant and jacket (if necessary);  

 Ladies: Loose t-shirt and Track pant, or Punjabi dress and jacket (if necessary). 

Note: Tight jean pants are not recommended as it obstructs yogic Kriya.  T-shirts with 
offending scenes or comments are not allowed to maintain sanctity of Yoga.  
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Rules & Regulations: 

 
1. please keep your shoes outside the Yoga hall at all times, for hygienic and cleanliness 

reasons; 

2. all participants are requested to bring Yoga mat, small towel with them in Yoga class 
every time. A water bottle is advisable for your comfort;  

3. all participants are requested to follow strict discipline on venue in case of difficulty 
please ask to Teacher or Volunteers; 

4. all participants must arrive in time for class and maintain peace in classroom;  

6. no alcohol, drug, smoking and chewing gums are permitted inside hall; 

7. if any participant is found to be under the influence of a drug or alcohol they will be 
asked to leave the premises immediately; 

8. Yoga is not a competition; please do not compete or compare you performance or 
progress to others.  

 

Cancellation Policy:  

 

 management reserve the right to postpone or cancel any Yoga class for any reason; 

 participants who have signed up for a Yoga course may trial the first class for free:   

o if the participant is not satisfied they may inform the Teacher of their wish to 
withdraw from the Yoga course, and will not be charged; if they have already 
paid, then they will receive a full refund; 

o if the participant completes the first yoga class, and wants to continue with the 
Yoga course, then they may pay at the end of the first Yoga class.  The 
commitment is for the entire Yoga course, and no refund will be provided if they 
fail to attend any classes in the Yoga course for any reason. 

 
Privacy  Policy:  

Information collected on the admission form will be used only for the purpose for which it is 
collected, and not issued to any one without permission. This information can also be used 
for any support you need afterward for your Yoga regime, and promotional activity of 
Vasudeva Kriya Yoga Inc.  Please refer to our Privacy Policy for more information.  

No Guarantee regarding Health Benefits of Yoga:  

We provide NO GUARANTEE regarding any health benefits to be gained from participating 
in our Yoga classes. 
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Australian Consumer Law - Limitation of Liability & Refund Policy:  

If you are a Consumer (under the Australian Competition & Consumer Act (Comm.) 2010 

("ACL"), Vasudeva Kriya Yoga Inc. limits any direct and indirect liability to you (including in 

negligence) to the Consumer Guarantees contained within the ACL; 

Where there is a breach of the Consumer Guarantees, we specifically limit our liability to 

 the refund to you of any moneys paid by you to us;  

 the supply to you of the service again; or  

 the payment of the cost of having the service we provided to you provided again.  

Termination: 

The admission form will be effective from the date signed, and will continue to be effective 
until terminated by Vasudeva Kriya Yoga Inc. by publishing an updated version of the 
Admission Form on the website.  At such time, the participant will be required to complete 
and sign the updated version of the admission form before admission to Yoga classes will be 
permitted.  The participant may terminate the admission form at any time by written notice to 
Vasudeva Kriya Yoga Inc. 

Entire agreement:  

The terms of the Admission Form, our Privacy Policy and (any standard terms & conditions, 

notices or disclaimers on our Yoga centre noticeboard and website) are the entire agreement 

between us and all implied terms are excluded to the extent possible under law. 

 

 

 
 


